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C Programming 2017 By Andrew Wheeler



Introduction This book will be covering the C programming language. C is one of the most powerful yet misunderstood languages in the programming world today. Among the reasons that C may be a misunderstood language are: ● ● ● ● ●



Misunderstanding the development environment and how it’s set up. Making a compile script that works with the development environment. Properly formatting and using C without making your code redundant. Debugging an application in C and tracing the information to the source. Understanding the best ways to go about using C and its features.



Throughout this book we will be using the Windows Operating System and several different programs, namely msys2, gcc, mingw, git, and codelite. We will also be going over how to make a basic makefile script for compiling your project. This book will show you how to use the C programming language as it will give you tips on proper usage, show you how to debug and what not to do when using C. Just remember that nobody is perfect; everyone makes mistakes and we should learn from them instead of giving up. As you proceed in this book, certain symbols will present themselves: Tips. Warnings or Things to avoid. Underlined words represents important keywords.
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How To Contact Us Please address Comments and Questions concerning this book to: Andrew Wheeler: [email protected]



S.J.R van Schaik:



[email protected]



If you are lost or need general help go to http://ascendingcreations.com



C's History C is a general purpose programming language created by Dennis Ritchie at Bell Labs1 for developing the Unix operating system and was first released around 1972. The general creation of the language was influenced by Assembly, Fortran, Algol, and B. There are many standards of C such as “K&R” C, ANSI C/C89, C99, and C11. C89 was the very first international standard to be created for C. However Until it was released, the book written by Dennis Ritchie and Brian Kernighan was used to create the first standard followed by many programmers, called “K&R” C. Other Languages like C++, C# and Java were directly or indirectly created based on C over the years. http://tutorialspoint.com We will mainly focus on basic C standards.



C’s Ups and Downs Nowadays new users tend to run into many problems when it comes to C. These issues generally make C seem far more complicated to work with, which scares them away. The issue is not that C is difficult to learn, but rather the misinformation people generally have due to poor documentation, which is written mostly for programmers to read, rather than the general public. For this book, we are going to work our way from the basics, and stick to a programming style that avoids taking shortcuts, so as to fully understand what the code does. No worries if you are one of the few who knows very little about programming or how to use or setup a compiler, as we will show you how in this book, and you will understand C as a language, not as a culture. Another issue with C is that many do not understand what software is needed to develop C-based applications. Some users may choose integrated development environments or IDEs, like Code Blocks. IDEs are very convenient when replicating your code, but can’t teach you on how you should go about  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C_%28programming_language%29#cite_note-chistory-5
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programming something from scratch, especially for users who are reliant on one type of IDE. An IDE also gives you the ability to run and debug your code, though you do not need one to do this. By using an IDE you can only support the systems that your IDE supports, but if you were to migrate projects or code across them, you may run into problems. There are other ways to not use an IDE, but they all point to using a command line, which can be hard for most to use. So, I recommend using the tutorial program I have set up for you to test and play with C code. Just remember if you want your code to be able to compile on any platform, you will sooner or later need to get fully used to command line based programs. C is a Unix accepted language and it is very beneficial to have on your portfolio. Traditional businesses hunting for programmers will look for a deep understanding of languages such as C. This means it’s great for those pursuing any career related to programming or information technology. Learning C will give you knowledge of the basic syntaxes that a majority of other languages use; Python, C#, and Java all utilize these syntaxes. The language is extremely beneficial because it is a highly universal language, can be compiled for any platform, and any system with a C compiler. You will rarely find any features that aren’t supported by C. C is extremely compatible and has direct access to a majority of libraries that will help you develop your projects more reliably without concerning yourself on creating new systems from scratch. A few good examples of libraries are OpenGL, SDL, GLFW, OpenAL, LibG, and GTK+. Because of this, you can focus on your project rather than developing and/or cluttering your project with functions you would otherwise have to create.  Use libraries to make your source cleaner and to speed up the development of your projects. Some libraries can have horrible APIs which can result in horrible code layouts or even a slow program. Always look at how many bugs a library contains, how often they are fixed, and if the library’s API is in an acceptable range before using it.
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Chapter 1 Environment Setup Details We will start by choosing the type of editor we will be using. While there are many different editors we can use, we will choose codelite for this chapter. Codelite is an IDE, meaning that it will limit the way you set up your project, can automatically format your source, and create the makefiles for you. For most beginners, IDEs tend to be the easiest way to set up a project and the easiest way to compile and debug. You will be shown how to setup and use makefiles, standard for compiling C, later on in this book. IDEs can only compile for the operating system they are generally made for. Makefiles are the most common way to compile source code on ANY operating system.



Getting and Setting up Msys2 Msys2 is an application that emulates the Linux environment, which allows us to run and install programs that are Linux based but compiled and made to run on windows rather than fully emulated applications. Before we can get started you will need to download and install a copy of Msys2 which will allow us to run autotools, GCC, GDB, and Mingw (more on these later): 64 Bit Download Only: http://sourceforge.net/projects/msys2/files/Base/x86_64/ 32 Bit Download Only: http://sourceforge.net/projects/msys2/files/Base/i686/ When downloading the above make sure the Msys2 installer name contains either i686 for 32bit or x86_64 for 64bit.
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Once you have downloaded Msys2 and started the installation and reach the installation path please make sure it is the same as the images below even if it is the 32bit version.



At the end of the installation deselect the option run msys2 or if you accidently clicked finish without deselecting the option run msys2 then just close msys2 command line. Once you made sure msys2 is not running go into the user account path for msys2 below using your windows username on the PC: C:\msys64\home\\



Within that path find the file called .bashrc



If you can not find this file then you will need to enable a few setting to view hidden and view file endings. To do so in windows 8 and up you go to the view ribbon then make sure file name extensions and hidden items are selected. If you have windows 7 follow the instructions at http://www.techtalkz.com/windows-7/516050-how-change-folder-options-windows-7-a.html
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If you can see the file then open it using Wordpad or any text based editor will work. Once opened Copy/Paste the following script in the bottom of .bashrc: _arch=`gcc -dumpmachine 2>/dev/null` if grep "^x86_64-" /dev/null ; then       echo "64-bit MinGW build environment"       export PATH=$PATH:"/mingw64/bin"       export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:"/mingw64/lib"       export PKG_CONFIG_PATH=$PKG_CONFIG_PATH:"/mingw64/lib/pkgconfig" elif grep "^i686-" /dev/null ; then       echo "32-bit MinGW build environment"       export PATH=$PATH:"/mingw32/bin"       export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:"/mingw32/lib"       export PKG_CONFIG_PATH=$PKG_CONFIG_PATH:"/mingw32/lib/pkgconfig" else     echo "MSYS terminal" fi export P  ATH=$PATH:"/usr/local/bin" export L  D_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:"/usr/local/lib" export P  KG_CONFIG_PATH=$PKG_CONFIG_PATH:"/usr/local/lib/pkgconfig"



If you happened to of had Msys2 bash open please close it now and then reopen it.To reopen Msys2 go into: Start Menu -> All Programs-> Msys2-> and then into MinGW-w64 Win32 Shell // For 3  2 bit OS MinGW-w64 Win64 Shell // For 6  4 bit OS



To update msys2 main core files we will first run the following command into the console: pacman -Syuu



Once the above has finished restart the command line and then rerun the command: pacman -Syuu



Pacman is the package management and update software for Msys2. By using pacman with -Syuu, it will check to see if any of the installed programs and Msys2 needs to be updated or if any need downgraded. If you get the message: :: Proceed with installation? [Y/n]
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Type ‘y’ and press enter. If you get any errors along the way ignore them as a majority of the errors are due to the script updating Msys2. Once Msys2 is updated restart it again then copy/paste the following: pacman -S autoconf automake coreutils curl git libtool make openssh pkg-config wget mingw-w64-i686-toolchain mingw-w64-x86_64-toolchain mingw-w64-i686-libpng mingw-w64-i686-freetype mingw-w64-i686-glfw mingw-w64-x86_64-libpng mingw-w64-x86_64-freetype mingw-w64-x86_64-glfw mingw-w64-i686-curl mingw-w64-x86_64-curl libcurl-devel



When you run the following you will get asked the question if so just press enter: Enter a selection (default=all):



Setting up Codelite We will need to download and setup Codelite to be able to compile, run or debug the source code found throughout the book. You do not have to use codelite but it is the only IDE we will show you how to set up in this book. Also, I recommend you get the weekly builds as those are the most updated. Anyways Download Codelite from http://downloads.codelite.org/ Once you have installed Codelite we will need to setup the compiler first. To do this go to Settings > Build Settings....
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In the build settings menu click on add compiler > add existing compiler in older versions of codelite.



Or the + button in newer versions of codelite.



Browse to the directory C:\msys64\mingw32\bin and select it. Once selected and you are prompted to give a name for the compiler. Name it MinGW32. You can repeat this process to add the 64-bit compiler. Now make sure to rename all the g++.exes to gcc.exe similar to how I have them setup within the image below.
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Retrieving the Program We will now retrieve the starter test project, which you will be using to test and modify the code throughout this book. To do so we must first open Msys2 and clone the git repository OR download the zip containing the files we need. To get the documents through the git repository we must first open msys2 and copy and paste the following into the command line: git clone https://gitlab.com/ascendingcreations/test.git



Once the file has downloaded to open our project you just need to open: C:\msys64\home\\test\test.workspace



If you want to download it without msys2 then you will need to download it from https://gitlab.com/ascendingcreations/test/repository/archive.zip?ref=master Once you have downloaded the file just extract the contents and then open the test.workspace file. If the file does not automatically open up codelite you will need to mainly point codelite as the program to open that file type or open it within codelite within the workspace settings.
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Compiling The Program Once you have your project open it is very easy to compile it if we indeed have everything setup. To do this we simply need to go to Build > Build Project or hit f7.



If you want to rebuild the entire project from scratch you simply go to Build > rebuild project. Once you have the program built there are 3 ways you can run it. 1. To execute it using codelite using build > run or hit Ctrl-f5. 2. To execute it using debugger > start/continue debugger. 3. To run the exe from within the build32 folder as you would a regular program.



Codelite 101 As you may later require setting up your own workspaces and projects we thought it best to give you a short overview on how to create and set them up. The first step to setting up a workspace is to create a new workspace this can be done by workspace > new workspace. Once the window has opened it will ask you if you are using C++ or node.js, choose C++. After you choose that it will then open the new workspace options. In here just enter the name you want the project to be, then the folder you want your project to be created within.
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Once you have clicked ok then move over to your new workspace and right-click its name and select create a new project.



Once the new project wizard is opened select Others>Non-code project.



 After you have done so give your project a name and make sure the create a new path for the project is unclicked unless you want multiple projects within a single workspace. Once you click next to choose the MinGW32 compiler and leave the debugger as it is. Once the project is created open up your file explorer and go to your projects folder and create 2 folders one called sources the other called includes. Once you have done this open up sources and create a new file called main.c. This will be are the first file and for now, you can leave the includes directory empty unless you want to add in any header files. Since all header files should go in the includes directory. Once you have the file created we can then add it and the directory to our project. To do this simply right-click on the project's name and select import files from a directory.
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Once opened find and select the folder sources within your projects directory. This will add all the new files from that directory to the project's file list. You can also do the same for the includes directory if you have any files to import. You can also create and add new folders in codelite by adding a new virtual folder and checking the create folder box. You may also add a file to the folder by right-clicking on the virtual folder and clicking the add new file button. If you are curious to what a header file is we will be covering them in chapter 10. Till then you do not need to fully need to know how to use it yet. If you want to use the debugger you simply just need to click on the sidebar on the line of code you wish to debug at and then the debugger will stop on that line. You can then put your mouse over a variable you want to check and press ctrl to view what that variable or function is.
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Chapter 2 Semicolons ; In the C programming language, semicolons are used to determine the end of each individual statement. Semicolons are used to end function calls, data types, constants, enums, structures and a few other things. While using C you must remember to end each statement that requires a semicolon with one. Otherwise, the compiler will throw weird errors. You will see an example of when to use a semicolon throughout the book.



Data Types And Variables In C we control data by using a series of data types, which are used to declare variables or functions. Data types determine how much RAM is used and how we interpret this data. Basic data types are arithmetic types consisting of integers and floating points, which are the building blocks for Pointers, Arrays, Structures, Unions, Function types and variables. Basic types contain many different sizes and have different uses, though we recommend you use the appropriate type for the range of data you want to acquire.
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Integers are basic data types, which hold both a negative or a positive value based on the type used. They are used to store many kinds of data such as characters and numbers. The following are integers: Type Name



Size



Range



void



0, 4 or 8 bytes



Nothing



char



1 byte



-128 to 127 OR 0 to 255



unsigned char



1 byte



0 to 255



int



2 or 4 bytes



-32,768 to 32,767 OR -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647



unsigned int



2 or 4 bytes



0 to 65,535 OR 0 to 4,294,967,295



short



2 bytes



-32,768 to 32,767



unsigned short



2 bytes



0 to 65,535



long



4 bytes



-2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647



unsigned long



4 bytes



0 to 4,294,967,295



long long



8 bytes



-9,223,372,036,854,775,808 to 9,223,372,036,854,775,807



unsigned long long



8 bytes



0 to 18,446,744,073,709,551,615



When creating a variable use the appropriate data type based on the required range. Otherwise, you will cause pointless amounts of RAM usage, which can be a problem for big programs. Floating points are like integers except they are more precise. They can have decimal based values and normally are used in mathematical calculations that require precision rendering them useful for rendering graphics. The following are floating points: Type Name



Size



Range



Decimal Places



float



4 bytes



1.2E-38 to 3.4E+38



6



double



8 bytes



2.3E-308 to 1.7E+308



15



long double



10 bytes



3.4E-4932 to 1.1E+4932



19
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Variables are defined data types that have been given a name for use within the program and are used to control the flow of data throughout your program. You can define a variable as a basic or derived type and its limitations are of the data type you used. A variable can be defined as follows: data_type name_of_variable;



And few more examples of how to define a variable: int num1; float num2 = 5.555; char letter = ‘L’; long num3, num4, num5 = 600;



You can define multiple variables at the same time using a comma between each variable name and can set a variable to equal a value on creation as shown above. You can also set a variable value during run-time and can set a variable to equal another variable. However, if you set a floating point to an integer variable, the decimal value will be lost causing us to lose our precision. An example of setting variable during runtime are as follows: int num1; float num2 = 5.555; char letter = 'L'; /*' ' tells the system to take a character and give us its ASCII value.*/ long num3, num4, num5 = 600; num1 = n  um3; /*Now equals w  hatever 3 is as it can be any n  umber if not s  et.*/ num4 = n  um2; /*now equals 5   due to truncation.*/ num5 = l  etter; /*num5 now e  quals the value of L which is 7  6 instead of 6  00.*/



C89 and Down truncate floating points during conversion. If you want it to round the decimal up when it is .5 or higher you can add 0.5 to the floating point before truncation.
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C99 Data Types Within newer versions of C there are newer easier to remember and used data types. These data types can be easily added into any project by simply adding in one of these includes. #include  //This is for integer types #include  //This is for boolean variables and defines. #include  //size_t define Type Name



Size



Range



int8_t



1 byte



-128 to 127



uint8_t



1 byte



0 to 255



int16_t



2 bytes



-32,768 to 32,767



uint16_t



2 bytes



0 to 65,535



int32_t



4 bytes



-2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647



uint32_t



4 bytes



0 to 4,294,967,295



int64_t



8 bytes



-9,223,372,036,854,775,808 to 9,223,372,036,854,775,807



uint64_t



8 bytes



0 to 18,446,744,073,709,551,615



There is also one more important data type that you might see in other libraries. This data type is called size_t. size_t is a special data type, which size is preset between 4 bytes and 8 bytes determined based on what system architecture you compiled your program too. This is very useful if you want to get the fastest variable type for your system for function inputs or loops. Do note though that size_t is an unsigned variable.
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What Data types Should You use? First, off data type sizes are not guaranteed on anything. This can be a major set back sometimes but most of the time you should know what each thing is on the system you are working with anyways. Regardless of this, you should still try to follow these few rules. ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●



Don’t bother using short, long or long long. Don’t Expect floating points to be 32bit or 64bit on every system. Do bother using int. Do bother using intxx_t and uintxx_t when dealing with (binary) I/O. Do bother using char* and const char* for strings. Signed anything can have undefined behavior when overflowed Unsigned anything has defined behavior when overflowed. 64 bit C99 data types may not exist on some platforms.



Commenting Code Commenting code is useful for helping yourself keep track of code you need to work on later or to give a brief description of what the code or function does. Comments are ignored by the compiler when the source is being compiled and there are two ways to comment code, however, one of the ways to comment will not work for all compilers. The first comment type is the multi-line comment. Multi-Line comments are supported by all compilers, and can also be used to make single line comments as follows: /* comment here. */ To make a multi-lined comment you place /* at the beginning of the comment and end it with */. It can be used to comment multiple lines as follows: /*  This is a multi-comment to end this comment we just end it with a */ A single line comment is the second type, however, this one is only supported by some compilers. To do a single line comment you would just use // before your comment as follows: // Comment here



You can use multi-line comments to comment out the troublesome code for debugging purposes. 17



Functions Functions are parts of C which are used to organize code and give certain bodies of code meaning. A function contains a return data type, arguments, name, and body. The return of a function can be any data type. An argument in a function is any data type, which will be passed to the function through the functions call and there can be more than one argument or none. The body of the function contains the code that will be executed when it is called, which must be between the starting point { and the ending point }. The name of the function is used for calling the function, However before a function can be called, it must either be defined in a header, in the current document near the top of the document just before the other functions or be made before the function that will be using it. An example function layout is as follows: return_type function_name(arguments) { /*starting point of body.*/ /*body*/ } /*ending point of body.*/



Try to keep function names understandable and to the point of what the function does or your code will become confusing and you will end up recreating the same thing more than once. A good example of using a function and defining it before the other functions are as follows: #include  int add_numbers(int num1, int num2); /*we define the function here.*/ int {                 }



main(void) /*main is a required function that we must always have.*/  int i = 5; /*create a variable and set i  t as 5.  i = add_numbers(i, 5); /*call function a  nd send in the arguments i and 5.*/  printf("I = %i \n", i); /*Print I = 10 t  o the command line*/  return 1;



int a  dd_numbers(int num1, int num2) /*we c  reate our function here.*/ {     return num1 + num2; /*we will return 1  0.*/ }
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Another example using a function within a header file is as follow: /*file name main.c*/ #include  #include  int {                 }



main(void) /*main is a required function that we must always have.*/  int i = 5; /*create a variable and set i  t as 5.  i = add_numbers(i, 5); /*call function a  nd send in the arguments i and 5.*/  printf("I = %i \n", i); /*Print I = 10 t  o the command line*/  return 1;



int a  dd_numbers(int num1, int num2) /*we c  reate our function here.*/ {     return num1 + num2; /*we will return 1  0.*/ } /*file name main.h*/ #ifndef EXAMPLE_MAIN_H #define EXAMPLE_MAIN_H int add_numbers(int num1, int num2); /*we define the function here.*/ #endif /*EXAMPLE_MAIN_H*/



For more on headers please refer to chapter 10. Finally an example of making the function before the function using it. #include  int a  dd_numbers(int num1, int num2) /*we c  reate our function here.*/ {     return num1 + num2; /*we will return 1  0.*/ } int {                 }



main(void) /*main is a required function that we must always have.*/  int i = 5; /*create a variable and set i  t as 5.  i = add_numbers(i, 5); /*call function a  nd send in the arguments i and 5.*/  printf("I = %i \n", i); /*Print I = 10 t  o the command line*/  return 1;
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Returns The return command is a very important aspect of a function. It returns a value while telling the function to exit. The command can also be used solely to just exit a function without forwarding a value. If you are using a function which has a return value you have to have a return. An example of how to use a return value in both a returned instanced and a non-returned instances is as follows: /*basic return*/ int test1_return (int i) {     return i; } /*return on error*/ int test2_return (int i) {     if  (i 
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Printf Crash Course If you did, in fact, try the above code you will see the output i = 10. This is possible due to the call to the function printf. Printf is a very useful function for outputting data to the command line. It is one of the several most useful functions out there that can help you debug code and keep track of what your data currently is.  Printf is commonly shown as: int printf(const char *format, ...);



Printf returns the total amount of characters written to the command line when completed. The format variable is used to contain a string with format options. Each option starts with % or a \. The options used within the format are as follows: %i



Displays a int value.



%d



Displays a formatted int value.



%c



Displays a Character. Example: I is C.  from  char i = ‘c’;



%f



Displays a formatted or none formatted floating point.



%s



Displays a formatted or none formatted string.



\n



Moves to the next line in the command prompt.



\t



Adds a tab to the line.



All of these are the basic formatting of printf. If you would like to know how to use the formatting of each format you can visit http://www.cprogramming.com/tutorial/printf-format-strings.html. The … within the function is used to tell us that we can add in multiple arguments into the function, however, the only arguments that will be used are the ones we added formatting for and each formatting covers each variable in the order at which they are placed within the ... argument. Any argument at the end without formatting within the format will be ignored by the system. Here are a few examples of using printf to print data to the console: printf("The Integer i = %i. \n The floating point f = %f. \n", i, f); printf("The String Says: %s. \n", “string”);
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Voids and Constants Void is a data type and a classification that tells us we do not accept arguments or that the function returns no variable. A void can not be used to declare a variable unless used as a pointer, which you will learn about later on. An example function using void is as follows: void main(void) { }



Constants are used to restrict the changing of basic, derived or enum variable at program or function run time. This is useful for protecting data and making it read-only or if you want to set a specific variable to a set value, which will be applied to multiple areas of your code. An example of making a constant variable is as follows: const int max_x = 12;



Constants can also be used within arguments of a function to define them as read only, which can speed up the processing time of data in most cases. An example of this as follows: int add_data(const int num1, const int num2) {    return (num1 + num2); }
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Chapter 3 Global, Extern, Local and Static Types C is a language that supports global variables, however, you should avoid using them if possible. Globals are variables that are defined outside of any function and are defined by any data type, however, they can not be optimized by the compiler making them incredibly slow compared to local variables. Also, they are held in memory for as long as the program is running and you can pass access to a global to another file through the use of the extern keyword. The extern keyword allows us to explicitly read and write into a global variable. The extern variable can also be used to export regular functions to another file or program. An example of globals variables and a extern are as follows: /*##### main.c ######*/ int global_variable; /* this here be a global pirate variable yer*/ const int global_constant = 5; int m  ain (void) {     const int i = 5;     g  lobal_variable = i   + global_constant;     p  rintf("Global is e  qual to: %i. \n", &global_variable);     return 1; } /*##### test.c ######*/ extern int global_variable; void test (void) {     global_variable = 20; } /*If test is called w  ithin the other file before the printf the global variable will equal 20. */



Be careful when using a global variable with the extern keyword. If any function using that extern variable changes the globals data when you are using multiple threads it can cause unpredicted results when running the program. A local variable is a variable created within a { }, which is the scope. When the scope is entered any data types within that scope are loaded into memory till the end of the scope is reached. Local variables can be passed through functions and are the recommended approach over globals variables as they are highly optimized by the compiler.
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An example of a local variable is as follows: int main (void) { /*This is the start of a scope*/     int local_variable;     const int local_constant = 5;     local_variable = local_constant + 5;     printf("local is equal to: %i. \n", &local_variable);     return 1; } /*This is the end of a scope*/



You can also use {} within any other scope to create an inner local variable that you do not wish to be loaded throughout the entirety of the first scope. An example of this is as follows: int m  ain (void) {     int local_variable;     const int local_constant = 5;            



 {      int inner_local = 6;      p  rintf("Inner local is equal to: %i. \n", &inner_local);  }



    l  ocal_variable = l  ocal_constant + 5;     p  rintf("local is e  qual to: %i. \n", &local_variable);     return 1; }



If you use a global variable or argument within a function that has a local variable of the same exact name the local variable will override them and a local variable can be overwritten by an inner local variable if they have the same name. Static variables and functions are used to preserve the variable value and function return value after the function’s scope ends. They also prevent global variables and functions from being accessed outside the file they reside in by preventing the use of the extern keyword unless extern is used within the same file they reside in. Doing so can slightly optimize the variables and functions. Any local variable defined with the static keyword will be loaded into memory for the lifetime of the program making it faster to access the variable when it comes into scope, however, the variable can still only be accessed from where it was created and will contain the last data it was set to. So if you do not want to reuse the same data remember to reset the static local variable to the number you want it to be each time it is reinitialized.
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An example of how to use a static type is as follows: static int i = 5; /*create a static global variable and set it as 5.*/ /*we create our static function.*/ static int add_numbers(int num1, int n  um2) {     return (num1 + num2); // we will r  eturn 10. } int {             }



main(void) /*main is a required function that we must always have.*/  i = add_numbers(i, 5); /*call static function and send in the arguments i and 5.*/  /*i now equals 10.*/  return 1;



An example of a static local variable is as follows: static int add_numbers(int num1) /*we create and define our static function.*/ {     static int static_num;     static_num = static_num + num1;     return static_num; /*we will return 10.*/ } int {                 }



main(void) /*main is a required function that we must always have.*/  int i;  i = add_numbers(5); /*I e  quals 5.*/  i = add_numbers(5); /*I n  ow equals 10.*/  return 1;
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If Statements and conditionals An if statement is the conditional decision maker of C. It is used with relational and logical operators to check if a condition is true or false. If the condition is true then the code within the scope of the if statement is ran. If the condition is false the code within the scope is not ran. An example of a if statement is as follows: if (condition) {     Code to run if condition is true. }



There is also a if else statement. This statement supply’s an extra body of code which to enter if the statement is false, but will be skipped if the statement is true. An example of this is as follows: if (condition) {     Code to run if c  ondition is true. } else {    Code to run if c  ondition is false. }



You can also nest if statements within other statements. An example of this is as follows: if (condition) {    if (2nd condition) {       Code to run if both conditions are true.    }    else {       Code to run if the first is true, but 2nd is false.    } } else {    Code to run if condition is false. }



An if statement does not have to use {} if you have only one line within its scope, however if you have multiple lines you must define the scope. If you have a single line you can do the following: if (condition)     Code to run if true.
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In C there is also an else if which is as follows: if (condition) {    Code to run if condition is true. } else if (condition2) {    Code to run if condition2 is true. } else {     Code to run if all conditions are false. }



You can also set variables within an if statement as follows: int i = 5; if ((i = 17) == 17) {     Code t  o run. } /*OR sets i to the return value of a function and check if it is true.*/ if (i = check_if_greater_than_4(i)) {     Code to run. }



In C we can specify the order of operations using the (  ). Anything between the (  ) will be computed before doing anything else outside of the parenthesis. An example of this is as follows: int {             }



main(void)  int i = 5, b = 6;  i = (i + 5) * b;  return 1;



When using if statements remember to use the correct operators to compare your conditions or you will end up running specific code within the statement even though you did not want it to run.
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Arithmetic Operators Arithmetic operators also known as math operators are those you use within your code to add data together, multiply data or even increment data. The following are arithmetic operators found in c: +



Adds data together. Example: 1 + 1 = 2



-



Subtracts data from another. Example: 1 - 2 = 1



*



Multiples data to another. Example:1 * 7 = 7



/



Divides data. Example:2 / 2 = 1



%



Modulates data and returns remainder. Example: 5 % 2 = 1



++



Increments data.



--



Decrements data.



An example of incrementing and decrementing is as follows: int {                 }



main(void)  int i = 5;  i++; /*i now e  quals 6  .*/  i--; /*i now e  quals 5   again.*/  return 1;



Relational Operators



Relational operators are generally used to compare data to one another. The operators are as follows: ==



Checks if the data types equals each other and if so returns true. if not returns false.



!=



Checks if the data is not equal. If equal returns false. If not equal returns true.



>



Checks if the data is greater than the data on the right. True if it is and false if not.







Checks if the data is lesser than the data on the right. True if it is and false if not.



>=



Check if data is greater than or equal to data on the right. True if it is and false if not.







Checks if data is less than or equal to data on the right. True if it is and false if not.
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An example of how to use each Relational operator is as follows: int a = 5, b = 5, c = 6; if (a == b)    p  rintf(" a is = to b"); if (a != c)    p  rintf(" a is not = to c"); if (c > b)    p  rintf(" c is greater than b"); if (a = b)    p  rintf(" a is greater than or equal to b"); if (a 
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Logical Operators Logical operators are used with two or more sets of relational operators. They are also used within if statements only. The operators are as follows: &&



If both sides of the operator are true then it returns true if not it is false.



||



If one side is true it will return true if both are false it will return false.



!



If the statement is true it will be false. If it is false it will be true.



An example of logical operator usage is as follows: int a = 5, b = 5, c = 6; if (a == b && c   > b)    p  rintf(" a is = to b and c is greater than b"); if (a != b || a   != c)    p  rintf(" a is equal to b but a is not equal to c."); if (!(a != b))    p  rintf("A and b are equal so it’s false but we make it true using the ! operator.");



Bitwise Operators In every data type every byte is 8 bits and each bit can be manipulated in C using bitwise operators. These operators allow use to set every single bit within a variable of any size. The following is the bitwise operators: &



The and operator checks if bits from both sides equal 1. If both bits equal 1 on the same bit that bit value will be kept. If they do not both equal to 1 they will be set to 0.



|



The or operator sets the bit value to 1 if a 1 is found on either side and 0 if both sides equal 0.



^



The Xor operator sets the bits that are 1 on one side to 1 and any that match are set to 0.



~



the complement operator flips the 1s and 0s around in a bit.







The left shift operator moves bits to the left based on a value set on the right side of the operator.



>>



The right shift operator moves bits to the right based on the value set on the right side of the operator.



To set the bits using the bitwise operators you either have to use another variable or you can set a mask. A mask is simply a setup variable or conditional statement and a mask bit is set by the number of bits you wish to set to a range. Also a bit starts at 0 and goes to 1. An example of how to create a mask is as follows: int mask = (1 
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We use the example to set the bit via the mask (1 > 1: /*Will shift the bits in foo to the right by 1. So if the bits where 0000 0001 they n  ow equal 1000 0000;*/



Bits that equaled 1 which are then shifted outside of the bit are lost and can not be retrieved. A good example of this which you can run if you like is as follows: #include  #include "test.h" int m  ain(void) {     int mask = (1 > 1;     p  rintf("data: %i \n", data);     d  ata = data 


Notice data will only = 1 at the first printf but once we shift the data to the right by 1 we removed the 1 from the list so to show you in bit form it is more like  0000 0001 >> 1 = 0000 0000. Now once we do that shifting it to the left by one will not bring our one back instead data will equal 0 and the bits will be set to 0000 0000 still. 31



Assignment Operators



Assignment operators in C are just operators that are combined with the = sign to allow a combination of setting and data updating at the same time. The = sign itself is used for equating a variable to another value. The following are the assignment operators: Description



Equal too.



=



Sets data on the left side of the operator to equal the data on the right.



a = b



+=



Adds and sets the variable based on the data on the right side.



a = a + 2



-=



Subtracts and sets the variable based on the data on the right side.



a = a - 2



*=



Multiplies and sets the variable based on the data on the right side.



a = a * 2



/=



Divides and sets the variable based on the data on the right side.



a = a / 2



%=



Modulates and sets the variable based on the data on the right side.



a = a % 2







bit shifts left and sets the variable based on the data on the right side.



a = a 


>>=



bit shifts right and sets the variable based on the data on the right side.



a = a >> 2



&=



bitwise & and sets the variable based on the data on the right side.



a = a & (1 


^=



bitwise ^ and sets the variable based on the data on the right side.



a = a ^ (1 


|=



bitwise | and sets the variable based on the data on the right side.



a = a | (1 


Operator



Misc Operators These are the few left out operators used in creating pointers and are used for conditional ternary expression. We will go over pointers in another chapter, however the following are misc operators: *



The * is used to create pointers and view data in the pointers memory space.



&



The And operator used to return the memory address of a variable or pointer.



?:



 The Ternary operator Allows use of  Conditional statements similar to an if else statement.
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An example of how to use a ternary statement is as follows: int i = 1; i = i == 1 ?: 2 : 3; /*The a  bove checks if i equals 1 if so then i equals 2 if it doesn't then i equals 3.*/



The function sizeof is also considered a Misc operator. Sizeof is used to return the size of a variable. An example of sizeof is as follows: int i  ; int x   = sizeof(i);



Out of all the operators above each and every operator has a order in which it runs in. We call this the operator precedence. In most case’s all they are setup as follows: left to right operations



(), [], ->, ., ++, - - ,* , /, %, +, -, >, , >=, ==, !=, ^, &&, || and ,   All work from left to r  ight. Multiplication and division run first o  ver add a  nd subtract.



right to left operations



+, -, !, ~, ++, --, (type), *, &, sizeof, ?:, =, +=, -=, *=, /=, %=, >>=, 
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Chapter 4 Switch Statements Switch statements allow us to compare equality of a variable to a list of values. The Switch can not be used to check if the variable is greater than or lesser than the values. The switch statement should be used in cases where you might have a large list of constants expressions you would check to see if any are equal to the variable. The switch can check the large list against the variable much faster than if you were to write the same thing out of if statements. The statement also contains a default route if none of the other statements match the variable.  Here is an example of how to setup a switch statement: int main (void) {    switch (expression) {       case constant_expression: {           code to run;       } break;            



   default: {        code t  o run;    } break;  }



   return 0; }



In the switch you would add the variable you want to have checked where the expression lies. For each check you would place a case and therefore after you would add your constant expressions you want to check the variable against. You then need to add a break to each case unless you want the cases to use the same code. After you implement your cases you would then add a default  at the very end of the switch statement before closing the statement. The default statement is used to catch and run specific code if a match was not found with any of the cases. You do not need to use {} in each case or the default and you do not need to have a break on the default statement since it is always the very last statement. You also don’t have to have a default though i recommend one.
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A few examples of how to use a switch statement are as follows: A regular switch statement. int main (void) {    int i =   5;            



switch (i) {    case 1: {        i = 6;    } break;



      c  ase 5: {           i = 10;       } break;            



   default: {        printf(“ i was not equal to anything.”);    } break;  }



   return 0; }



A multi-case per one set of code statement. int main (void) {    int i =   5;                     



switch (i) {    case 1:    case 3:    case 4:    case 5: {        i = 10;    } break;



           



   default: {        printf(“ i was not equal to anything.”);    } break;  }



   return 0; }
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Loops In C there are many ways to go about repeatedly checking data based upon conditions and many ways to check many sets of data. In C these are called loops. The first loop we will look into is called a while loop.  The while loop is a loop which checks if the condition is true at the beginning of the loop and if so it will continue looping and checking the statement if it is true each time the conditional code is finished running. The setup of a while loop is as follows:  while (Conditional_statement) {         code_to_run;  }



The conditional statement to a while loop can be any type of check a If statement can do. You can even run functions and set variables inside the conditional statement. A few example of how to use a while loop in code is as follows: int m  ain (void) {     int i = 1;     while (i == 1) {         code_to_run;     }      w  hile (function1()) {         code_to_run;     }      w  hile (i = function2()) {         code_to_run;     }      return i; }



The next type of loop is the do while loop. This loop works similar to that of the while loop except it doesn’t check the conditional expression till after the conditional code has ran first. You should be careful to make sure everything is correct before calling a do while loop as any error can cause your system to crash if something was not loaded correctly before running the loop. The setup of a do while loop is as follows: do {    code_to_run; } while (Conditional_statement);
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Just remember to always place your ; after the while conditional statement in a do while loop and that you should always remember that the conditional statement is checked after the code is ran not before so you will need to really add checks to any piece of code you think could cause an error if not initiated correctly. A few examples of a do while loop are as follows: int m  ain (void) {     int i = 1;     do {         code_to_run;     }   while (i == 1);     d  o {         code_to_run;     }   while (function1());     d  o {         code_to_run;     }   while (i = function2());     return i; }



The final loop you should know how to use in C is the for loop. The for loop is the only loop that allows you to set everything up for it inside its conditional statement and generally runs till a incremental condition is met. The loop can also be used for non incremental approaches but i suggest using a while loop for those instead. The setup of a for loop is as follows: for (variable_initialization; condition_statement; variable_update) {   code_to_run; }



In the above when the for loop is first calls the variable_initialization stage which is ran once and at the very start of the for loop. this stage tends to set a variable to the point in which you want the loop to start at. Also in the variable_initialization you can initialize the variable but only if you are using c99 compiler calls or c11. Though it's recommend to initialize your variables before the for loop is called. You may also initialize several variables at the same time in the for loop as it's not limited to a single initialization but you must separate them by commas. The condition_statement in the for loop works just like that of a while loop as you can add any kind of data check to it and you can even set variables within the conditional statement even though i recommend you set them in the variable update stage. The for loop will not exit until the condition statement is false. You can also have multiple conditional statements but you should never separate them with a comma and you should use relational or logical operators to get the correct return otherwise if you use commas the very first statement is ignore and the 2nd is the only one used.
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The last bit of the for loop is the variable update stage. This part is called after each loop has taken place and due to the the variable is not updated till after the code is ran hence why we need a initialization stage to pre-set our variable to avoid errors. In this stage you can use functions to set variables or even set variables by using operators. You can also have multiple variables being set at the same time within the variable update stage just each one needs to be separated by a comma. Also variable_initialization and condition_statement must both contain a ; after them to separate each area of the for loops stages. A few examples of how to use a for loop are as follows: int m  ain (void) {     int i, x;     for (i = 0; i 


As you may have noticed the very last for loop did not contain anything but ;;. This means the for loop will loop infinitely. You can also loop infinitely within the while and do while loops by using a boolean operator and setting it to true. However, if you want to stop them from looping during any point of the code or you want them to skip the rest of the code and continue on looping to the next point, there are loop control statements you can call to do these specific functions. The very first control statement is one you have already seen before and is called the break statement. This statement when called will exit out of any loop and continue on with the code after the loop. It is useful for leaving a loop when a specific condition was meet that you were not checking for within the loops conditional statement. An example of how to use the break statement is as follows: for (i = 0; i 
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The next control statement is called the continue statement. The continue statement is used to skip running any of the code after the continue statement is called and to go back to the beginning of the loop. This is useful if you changed a variable and wanted to run the new change right away. An example on how to use the continue statement is as follows: int i; for (i = 0; i  10) {     if ( i == 5) {         i++;         continue;     }     i++; }



There are, however a difference between a while loop and a for loop when the continue statement is called. The difference is that when the for loop continue is called the for loop will automatically call the variable update stage, but in a while loop you must manually increment or change the data yourself before calling the continue statement or you will end up stuck in a infinite loop. You can also nest loops within loops. This is quite useful for thing like looping through data that is contained within an array or several arrays in which we will learn about in the next chapter. An example of a nested loop is as follows: int i, x; for             }



(i = 0; i 


while (i > 10) {     while (x > 10) {         code_to_run;         x++;     }     i++; }
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GoTo Statement In c there is a specific statement called the goto statement which is used to jump to a named label within code to run a specific part of code if specific conditions are meet. The goto function should mostly be used for unloading data loaded in a specific order if something failed to load or be used to quickly run a set amount of code if a condition was properly meet. In order to use goto you must place a label to the area in which you want to jump to when the goto is called. All labels are plain text and must contain a : after it. The goto must contain the label in which to jump to when called to work successfully. An example of how to use goto is as follows: int m  ain (void) {     if (!load_data())         return;     if (!load_graphics())         goto unload_data; //we jump to the goto label we set.     return i; unload_data:// we set the goto label     unload_data(); }
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Chapter 5 Arrays In the C programming language we have a data structure called the array. An array is a fixed size sequential set of elements. The elements in the array are the same data type used to create the array. The data types can be structures, pointers, unions, or variables. An example of how to create a single dimensional array is as follows: Type Name_of_Array[Amount_of_Elements];



Arrays consist of elements which range from 0 to Amount_of_Elements - 1. You can also use multidimensional arrays within C, however it is advised against as it is faster to do everything within a single dimensional array. During the creation of an array you can also set all the elements within the array through a single statement or later on to set them one at a time. An example of how to use arrays is as follows: int {                



main() int arr1[12], i = 0, x = 0, y = 0; /* A basic single dimensional array*/ char arr2[] = "hello"; /*an array set to the string constant hello*/ char arr3[5] = {'a', 'b', 'c', 'd', 'e'}; /*A set sized array set on creation*/ int arr4[5][5]; /*multi dimensional array creation*/



    for (i = 0; i   


Note in the above example arr2 did not need to have a size set. This is because the size is set based on the string or amount of data being inserted into the array upon creation. 41



Pointers Pointers are a special type of variable in C, which allows you to hold onto the memory location of a variable or function. A pointer also allows you to create a variable outside of the programs stack by placing data in what we call the heap. Data types being made on the heap do not have a size limitation other than that of your RAM and also are not guaranteed to be all together in one area in the RAM like an array. Pointers can be used to point to any data type including a pointer itself and can even be used to create a dynamic array, however pointers must be dereferenced to set or use the data they point too. To dereference a point you would use *, set the pointer like an array or ->.  To give a pointer access to a basic variable you must reference the variable with &. To create a pointer you must also use the * in a variable declaration to make it a pointer type. you may use multiple * to create pointers which hold pointers too. The pointer layout is as follows: type *name;



 An example of a basic pointer is as follows: int {            



main() int x   = 6; int *i = &x; /*basic pointer*/ int **y = &i; /*multi pointer type*/



    p  rintf("i =   %  i \  n", *i); /*dereferencing a basic pointer*/     p  rintf("i =   %  i \  n", **y); /*dereferencing a multi pointer*/ }



The above pointer is on the stack. The reason it is on the stack is because it points to a variable already created on the stack. To create variables on the heap you need to use the functions malloc or calloc. These functions will generate a set sized amount of data onto the heap to the size you set. The difference is that calloc will zero out the data, while malloc will just generate it. If you use malloc and do not set all the data off the bat you will need to use the function memset to zero out all the data for you, otherwise you will get random numbers caused from whatever used that portion of the RAM last.
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Now if you wanted to resize the pointer you will need to use the realloc function. This function will set the data to a different size. This is useful for dynamic arrays. Now here is the most IMPORTANT part of pointers. Any pointer that is made on the heap must be free’d from memory by using the free function. The free function will only free heap pointers and will throw an error if you try to free a pointer pointing to data on the stack so be careful with this. Now here are some examples on how to use pointers on the heap as follows: #include  #include  #include  int {            



main() int *i = calloc(1, sizeof(int)); /*calloc heap creation*/ char *arr = malloc(10 * sizeof(char)); /*malloc heap creation of an Array*/ int e = 0;



    *i = 5; /*dereference and set i to 5*/     p  rintf("i = %i \n", *i);     memset(arr, 'a', 10); /*set everything to 'a'*/     i  [0] = 12; /*dereference as an array and set i to 12*/     p  rintf("i = %i \n", *i);     for (e = 0; e 


Dynamic Arrays As we had mentioned earlier you can make a dynamic array within C using a pointer. What is a dynamic array you ask? Well a dynamic array is one that can be resized at any time and for any reason. Unlike an array a dynamic array is on the heap, which allows us to create arrays of any size up to the limitation of your Ram. You can create the array using any data type, struct, union, etc. You can resize the array using realloc,  manually resize it by making a new array of larger or smaller size then copying the data over then freeing the old array, or just free the old array and make a new array if you don't want to keep the data. An example of how to use a dynamic array is as follows: 43



#include  #include  #include  struct test {     int i;     char c; }; int main() {     struct test *arr = malloc(10 * sizeof(struct test )); /*malloc heap creation of an Array*/     int e = 0;     for (e = 0; e 
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Memory Functions Alongside pointers there are some helpful functions that allow us to test and manipulate memory. These functions can be found within string.h and are useful for moving data around or setting a wide range of data to a value. ●



void *memchr(const void *ptr, int ch, size_t len)



○



●



int memcmp(const void *ptr1, const void *ptr2, size_t len)



○



●



memcpy copies len characters from src to dst and returns the original value of dst src and dst can not point to the same data as errors will occur.



void *memmove(void *dst, const void *src, size_t len)



○



●



memcmp compares ptr1 to ptr2 based on the len to compare too.



void *memcpy(void *dst, const void *src, size_t len)



○ ○



●



memchr finds the first occurrence of ch within ptr and returns a pointer to it (or a null pointer if ch was not found in the first len of bytes.



memmove is just like memcpy except that memmove is guaranteed to work even if the memory is the same.



void *memset(void *ptr, int byteval, size_t len)



○



memset sets the memory area pointed to by ptr of len in size to byteval.
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An example of how to use some of the memory functions are as follows: #include  #include  #include  int m  ain () {     const char src[] = "Hello";     char *dest;     if (!(dest = malloc(50)))  return -1;     memset(dest, 'V', 50);     if (memchr(dest, 'V', 1))  puts("we found a V");     else {  puts("doggy was mad so no V");  getchar();  return 0;     }     memcpy(dest, src, strlen(src));     if (memcmp(dest, src, 5) == 0) {  dest[50] = '\0';  printf(dest);  getchar();  return 0;     }     p  uts("first 5 characters did not compare in value");     g  etchar();     return -1; }
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Chapter 6 Structures The C programming language gives us a structure which can hold onto multiple data types, arrays, pointers, enums, unions or other structures within a single data type. This data type can be used to access the internal data types to store and view data. It is very helpful when we want to sort specific types of data together to use for something like a record or maybe even to define a games map.  A structure is laid out as follows: struct structure_name {    Variable_union_or_Struct;    Variable_union_or_Struct;    ...    Variable_union_or_Struct; } one or more variable names;



The structure_name is optional however you must have a name for a preset variable or struct_name of the struct to be able to use it. You can later redefine the struct as a data type through the keyword typedef, which we will show you later. If you are not using typedef to redefine the structure you will need to define the struct when setting a variable as a structure. The structures size in memory is determined by all of the internal data type added together. A few examples of how to use a function are as follows: struct demo { int i, *x; char *t; }; int main () { struct demo test; char y[12] = "hello"; test.i = 6; test.x = &test.i; test.t = y  ; }



printf("Test i is %i x is %i t is %s \n", test.i, *test.x, test.t);
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If you are using a pointer pointing to a structure you will need to invoke -> to get the internal data members of the structure being pointed to as follows: struct demo { int i, *x; char *t; }; int main () { struct demo test; char y[12] = "hello";        struct demo *p = &test; p->i = 6; p->x = &test.i; p->t = y  ; }



printf("Test i is %i x is %i t is %s \n", p->i, *p->x, p->t);



A good way to use variable naming of a struct is as follows: int m  ain () {     struct {  int i, *x;  char *t;     } test;     char y[12] = "hello";     t  est.i = 6;     t  est.x = &test.i;     t  est.t = y  ;     printf("Test i is %i x is %i t is %s \n", test.i, *test.x, test.t); }
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Union In C a union is a specialized data type which allows you to use different data types and names to access a shared portion of memory. This gives you the ability to use the same memory location for multiple purposes. Unions are useful for things that you may want to use different naming schemes for different methods of using it. You can use another union, a enum, a structure, an array or a variable when working with unions.  An example of how a union structure looks is as follows: union union_name {    Variable_union_or_Struct;    Variable_union_or_Struct;    ...    Variable_union_or_Struct; } one or more variable names;



The union_name is optional, however you must have a name for a preset variable or union_name of the union to be able to use it. The size of the union is the size of the largest data type within the union. All members in the union can be used interchangeably but they will only access the same data. Also if you do not typedef the union you will need to type union before the union_name when setting a variable. An example of how to use a union plus a few examples of data types that equal the same thing are as follows: union demo {     int i, x;     char t; }; int m  ain () {     union demo test;     test.i = 6;     printf("Test i is %i x is %i t is %i \n", test.i, *test.x, test.t); }



Unions are best used for static arrays in which case you want to have direct access to a variable by using a name versus array[5] increasing source readability. For example: union demo {     struct {      float m1, m2, m3;     };     arr[3]; }; demo i; i.arr[0]  vs  i.m1;
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Notice what test.t prints out if you change i or x. test.t will always be one fourth of the integer but you can access all 4 bytes of the integer by using a  struct which contains 4 different characters which equals 1 integer. An example of how to do this is as follows: union demo {      int i, x  ;     struct {  char t1, t2, t3, t4;     } t; }; int m  ain () {     union demo test;     test.i = 6;     printf("Test i is %i x   is %i t1 i  s %i t2 is %i t3 is %i t4 is %i \n",  test.i, *test.x, t  est.t.t1, t  est.t.t2, test.t.t3, test.t.t4); }



Also a good example of how to use a variable name within a union is as follows: int m  ain () {     union {         int i, x;         struct {      char t1, t2, t3, t4;         } t;     } test;     test.i = 6;     printf("Test i is %i x   is %i t1 i  s %i t2 is %i t3 is %i t4 is %i \n",  test.i, *test.x, t  est.t.t1, t  est.t.t2, test.t.t3, test.t.t4); }



Enums Enums is a data type that sequences a set of constants under a single integer type. Enums are basically a list of constants which starts from 0 and go on automatically so you do not need to set them, however you can set the constants to the numbers you want. Enums are structured the same way as unions and structs, but rather than you setting variables you are only setting names you want the constants to use. A few downsides of using an enum is that it is loaded into memory as a integer no matter what index you set for each constant and they do not work well if used for bit multiplication. Due to these issues it is advised against to use a enum and instead use #defines which are not loaded into memory but built into the program at compile time making them better. 50



An example of how to use a enum is as follows: enum error_t {     ERROR_THANKGOD_NONE,     ERROR_OPPS,     ERROR_OMG = 4,     ERROR_WHAT = 6 }; int m  ain () {     p  rintf("ERROR #%i \n", ERROR_OMG); }



Typedef Type defining in C can be done using the keyword Typedef. This is used to create your own data types from other data types, structures, enumerators or unions. If you use typedef with a structure, enum or union then you do not need to type struct, enum or union when defining a variable to them. An example of type defining is as follows: typedef struct demo demo; /*pre type defining struct demo to demo.*/ struct demo { int i, *x; char *t; }; int main () { demo t  est; char y  [] = "hello"; test.i = 6; test.x = &test.i; test.t = y  ; }



printf("Test i is %i x is %i t is %s \n", test.i, *test.x, test.t);
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An example on how to do the same for a union, enum or new variable type is as follows: typedef int uint32_t; /*made a new type called uint32_t based on int*/ typedef union demo demo; typedef enum error_t error_t; union demo {      int i, x  ;     struct {  char t1, t2, t3, t4;     } t; }; enum error_t {     ERROR_THANKGOD_NONE = 0,     ERROR_OPPS = 1,     ERROR_OMG = 2,     ERROR_WHAT = 3 };



Even though type defining may make programming easier, you should still use the struct directly to make your variables more definable. Otherwise it may be harder to understand what the variable could be defined as.
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Chapter 7 Casting As you know we have ways of holding different types of data in C. Sometimes this can be a handful especially if we need to change one type of data to another for calculations or to bring a double pointer back and unreference it to get the correct type of data back from it. To do so we use what we call casting. Casting gives us the ability to convert variables which data types and data capacity is not widely different with/without losing data. Casting tends to be setup as follows: (Data_Type)Variable_to_cast



There are some things you need to cast and there are also some things that never need to be casted, but if you do cast the casting tends to go into this order. int8, int16, int32, int64 The above order of operations can go left to right or right to left, however if you go right to left you will lose data while if you go left to right you will lose no data at all, but you do not have to cast. You can also cast floating point variables as well and even cast them to basic data types. If you do however cast floating points to basic types it will lose data after the decimal, but if you convert to a floating point you will not lose any data unless the variable converting to it is much larger than the floating point you are using. Though casting does exist in most cases this is done automatically for you by C. so most of the time you should not need to worry about casting unless it is to fix a weird compiler warning. An example of how to cast is as follows: int m  ain (void) {     int test = 12000;     unsigned char y = 1;     y   = (unsigned char)test; /*will downgrade and lose data but will c  onvert*/     t  est = y;    /*doesn't need a cast nor did the first but you can a  dd one if you  want*/     printf("%i \n", test); /*test = 224*/ }



You do not need to cast single void pointers as they are auto casted for you ,however you will need to cast double pointers.
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Function Pointers Function pointers are very useful within C programming. With them we can point to a function and call that function from the function pointer also known as a callback. However to use the callback, you must first set the function pointer using a &function_name. You will also need to make sure the function pointers return types and arguments are exactly the same as the functions you are trying to set to it. Otherwise it will only error during compile time. A common setup of a function pointer is as follows: type (* name) ( arguments);



An example of a function pointer is as follows: #include  struct test {     int (*add) (int, int); }; int a  dd_data(int a, int b) {     return a + b; } int m  ain(void) {     struct test t;     int i = 0;     t.add = &add_data; /*set the callback*/     i = t.add(5, 6); /*call the function from callback*/     p  rintf("%i \n", i);     return 1; }
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Creation of pointers within a function In chapter 5 we talked about how to create a pointer, however now we will talk about how to create a pointer through a function to return usable data. To do this you will need to do this in 1 of 2 ways. The first way is to return the pointer from the function. This can be done like so: #include  #include  #include  struct test { int i, y; }; struct test *create_data(int a, int b) { struct test *t = malloc(sizeof(struct test)); /*create the pointer*/ if (!t) /  * check if NULL and if so return NULL. Means no room in ram*/ return NULL; t->i = a  ; /*set the data types within the function*/ t->y = b  ; }



return t; /*return the function for use*/



int main(void) { struct test *t = create_data(5, 6); /*get our newly created and set pointer*/ if (!t) /  * check if pointer if not then return 0 for error*/ return 0;



}



printf("i=%i y=%i \n", t->i, t->y); return 1;
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The second way of handling a pointer creation and set within a function is to use a double pointer as an argument. This will allow use to change the underlying pointer and still return it. An example of this is as follows: #include  #include  #include  struct test {     int i, y; }; void create_data(struct test **t, int a  , int b) {     *t = malloc(sizeof(struct test)); /*create the pointer*/     if (!*t) /* check if NULL and if so return NULL. Means no room in ram*/  return;     (*t)->i = a  ; /*set the data types within the function*/     (*t)->y = b  ; } int m  ain(void) {     struct test *t;     c  reate_data(&t, 5, 6); /*get our newly created and set pointer*/     if (!t) /* c  heck if pointer if not then return 0 for error*/  return 0;     p  rintf("i=%i y=%i \n", t->i, t->y);     return 1; }



Basic Strings In C strings are an array of chars, which numerical values equal that of a symbol. There are different types of strings that can be used within C but for the most part we will only go over the 2 most basic types. These types are const strings and dynamic string. A const string is one that’s size will never change. A few example of a const string are as follows: char s  tr[4] = { 'M', 'O', 'O', '\0'}; char s  tr[] = "MOO";
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This is one of the most used and yet basic principle of strings within any program. However if we wanted to be able to change the string’s size we will need to make it a dynamic string. A dynamic string is one made with a pointer and allocated to the size of the string we desire. We can then later change the size of this string to anything we want it to be. The example of the dynamic string is as shown: char *str = calloc(6, sizeof(char)); str[0] = 'M'; str[1] = 'O'; str[2] = 'O';



Then to resize the string we would simply use realloc as shown in this example: realloc(str, 12); /*resize string and keep old data*/



C String Functions C also has a pretty good amount of premade string handling functions within the core library. To get these functions though you will need to include string.h. The first function within C’s string library is called strcpy. strcpy is used to copy one string into another. An example of this is as follows: char s  tr1[] = "moo"; char s  tr2[6]; strcpy(str2, str1); /*copies string 1 into string 2*/



The next function in the string library is strcat. strcat concatenates a string into another string or in other words adds the one string into the other at the end. the following is an example of strcat: char s  tr1[] = "moo"; char s  tr2[] = " moo"; char s  tr3[8]; strcpy(str3, str1); /*you must first copy as if you use strcat first a weird symbol will appear when displaying with printf*/ strcat(str3, str2); printf("%s \n", str3); /*will display moo moo*/



The next function is strlen. Strlen will return the length of the string in characters. an example of this is as follows: char str1[] = "moo"; int i = 0; i = strlen(str1); /*i equals 3*/
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There will be more string functions within string.h but the last I will show you here is strcmp. strcmp will compare 2 strings to see if they equal one another and if so it returns a 0. If the str1str2 then it will return greater than 0. An example of this is as follows:     char s  tr1[] = "moo";     char s  tr2[] = "mooo";     if (strcmp(str1, str2) 


You can also use strncpy in place of strcpy which is a much safer to use alternative. Strncpy takes in an extra argument of how many characters you want to copy into your new string. Here is an example as follows: char s  tr1[] = "moo"; char s  tr3[8]; strncpy(str3, str1, strlen(str1) + 1);



There are a few issues with the older string functions though. One being they can present a buffer overflow issue easily if you do not manage your strings correctly. This type of issue places memory outside of the variables actual size within ram. Due to this hackers can make viruses that can load into the extra unwanted memory. Since C11 they have added Safe string functions, which are similar to the old but contain a _s at the end of them and an extra argument. You must also use -std=c11 to use the safe functions. A good example of these is as follows: char s  tr1[] = "moo"; char s  tr2[] = " moo"; char s  tr3[8]; strcpy_s(str3, 8, str1); /*adds a destination size limit*/ /*you must first copy as if you use strcat first a weird symbol will appear when displaying with printf*/ strcat_s(str3, 8,  str2); /*adds a dest size check too.*/ printf("%s \n", str3); /*will display moo moo*/



As long as you use any type of data wisely and never go over its size you will never get a buffer overflow issue. It is safe to use older string functions as the safety is not 100% guaranteed in safe functions unless you know the exact destination size. Otherwise you can still get a buffer overflow issue. You can still get a buffer overflow issue if you input a wrong destination size in the safe functions.
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Chapter 8 Basic File I/O Within stdio.h there lies a few functions which can be used to create, read, or modify a file. We call this the I/O system otherwise known as Input and Output. We can use these functions to read or modify any file in our operating system that is not already locked and in use. To make or open a file in C we will need to run the following function: FILE *fopen(const char *filename, const char *mode);



Fopen will either open an already existing file or create the required file if it does not already exist. This is very useful command and is required for opening and creating text based or binary based files. As you may of noticed Fopen contains a structure called FILE. This structure is what we will use to navigate, read or write to that file. The filename in the function is actually the entire path to the file plus the name and ending of the file itself. A good example would be “./folder/test.bat” The Mode is a set of string constants that can be used with fopen to determine what we will be doing with the file. These are the following constants you can use for fopens mode: Constants



Description



Binary Equivalents



"w"



Truncate to zero length or create file for writing.



"wb"



"r"



Open file for reading.



"rb"



"a"



Append; open or create file for writing at end-of-file.



"ab"



"w+"



Truncate to zero length or create file for update.



"wb+" or "w+b"



"r+"



Open file for update (reading and writing).



"rb+" or "r+b"



"a+"



Append; open or create file for update, writing at end-of-file.



"ab+" or "a+b"



Reading  Now Once we have the file created or opened we will need to be able to read data from the file. To do this we will need to use one of the following commands: ●



int fgetc(FILE *fp);



○



Fgetc will return the next character starting at the last know position. So if you just opened the file it will read the very first character within the file. It will also return once you hit the End of File also known as EOF if you hit the end of the file or if any errors occur during reading. 59



●



char *fgets(char *buf, int n, FILE *fp);



○



●



The Fgets command will read a set length of data from the file using n -1.  N being the length of data you want to read and will append a “/n” character at the end of the returned string. If this function hits the end of file or “\n” it will return all the data read up to them.



int fscanf(FILE *fp, const char *format, ...);



○



Fscanf function is used to read a string at a time from within the file, however it will stop on the first space character it encounters. It can also be used to return integers or floating points from a file. The Modifiers for the format are as follows:



Type



Description



Data Return Type



%c



Single character.



char *



%d



Decimal integer: Number optionally preceded with a + or sign.



int *



%e, %E, %f, %g, %G



Floating point: Decimal number containing a decimal point, optionally preceded by a + or - sign and optionally followed by the e or E character and a decimal number. Two examples of valid entries are -732.103 and 7.12e4.



float *



%o



Octal Integer.



int *



%s



Returns a String.



char *



%u



Unsigned decimal integer.



unsigned int *



%x, %X



Hexadecimal Integer.



int *



●



size_t fread(void *ptr, size_t size_of_elements, size_t number_of_elements, FILE *a_file);



○



Fread is a binary only function which will read a set size and amount of elements from a set location. Useful for reading entire structures or arrays saved into a file.



Writting   Now that we can read the files we will also need commands to write data to the files so we can have something to read. The following commands are used to write data to a file: ● int fputc(int c, FILE *fp); ○ Fputc Will write only a character to the file. ●



int fputs(const char *s, FILE *fp);



○



Fputs will write a string to the file. 60



●



int fprintf(FILE *fp, const char *format, ...);



○



●



Fprintf is similar to printf. It can be used with similar modifiers to write data to the file.



size_t fwrite(const void *ptr, size_t size_of_elements, size_t number_of_elements, FILE *fp);



○



Fwrite is a binary only function which can write data as binary output into a file.



Positioning   Now that we can read and write to our file maybe we might want to be able to move throughout our file to specific areas to read and write data to. To do this we will need to use the following function: ●



long int ftell(FILE *stream);



○



●



int fgetpos(FILE *stream, fpos_t *pos);



○



●



Sets the file position of the stream to the given offset. Offset signifies the number of bytes to seek from the given whence constant. The three constants are: SEEK_SET



Beginning of file.



SEEK_CUR



Current position.



SEEK_END



End of file



int fsetpos(FILE *stream, const fpos_t *pos);



○



●



Gets the current file position of the stream and writes it to pos.



int fseek(FILE *stream, long int offset, int whence);



○



●



Returns the current file position of the given stream.



Sets the file position of the given stream to the given pos obtained from fgetpos.



void rewind(FILE *stream);



○



Sets the file position to the beginning of the file
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Closing, Renaming or Removing  Now that we can navigate, read and write to our file we will also need to be able to close, rename or remove our file. The following commands will allow us to do so: ●



int fclose(FILE *stream);



○



●



int rename(const char *old_filename, const char *new_filename);



○



●



This will close the stream and flush the buffers. Always use this when you are done reading and writing to a file. This will rename the old filename to the new filename.



int remove(const char *filename);



○



This will delete the file from the hard drive. Once deleted you might not be able to get the file back so be warned!



Now since we know a majority of the most useful commands that we can use to write and read a file we can now begin by showing you an example of how this all works. The example is as follows: #include  void file_write(char *filename) {     FILE *fp;     f  p = fopen(filename, "w");     f  printf(fp, "%s", "a s  tring"); /*writes a string to file.txt*/     f  close(fp); } void file_read(char *filename) {     FILE *fp;     char str[255];     f  p = fopen(filename, "r");     f  gets(str,255, fp);     f  close(fp);     printf("this read %s from %s", str, filename); } int {             }



main() file_write("file.txt"); file_read("file.txt"); return(0);
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There are other file related functions, but these are the only ones we will be covering.



Variable Arguments Variable arguments also known as Varargs are used to allow the usage of any number of arguments into a function or macro instead of set static arguments. These are useful for function similar to printf, which takes in any number or type of argument and outputs it to your command line. For a variable argument to work correctly you must have a way to let it know either what type of arguments are being supplied to it or strictly allow only one type of argument which can be repeated with the use of a integer to keep track of how many there are. However To use Variable Arguments, you will need to include stdarg.h. For the function like printf or others to work successfully you will need a format string which contains the string based representatives of different types such as %i for integer and %s for string. Now for the function to accept multiple arguments we will need what is called the ellipses, which is seen as  (…). To use this you will insert the ellipses at the end of the functions arguments. An example is as follows: void some_func(const char *fmt, …)



The other way to do this requires some form of integer to tell the system how many of the same arguments have been passed. This helps tell us how many of the same type are being passed through to the function so we can properly handle the correct amount. Here is an example of the above: void some_other_func(int count, …)
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Now that we have the required setups for either varargs we will need a way to store all the arguments given to us through the ellipses. This data type is called a va_list, which is a list that will store all of the arguments after being initialized using the va_start macro. To then access each data type within the va_list we will then use the va_arg macro, which will allow use to loop through each item contained within the va_list based upon the type given. Finally we can then clear the va_list freeing the memory used by using the va_end macro. The following are two examples of how to use variable arguments. #include  #include  /*only needed for print_items*/ #include  /*only supports a string and a integer as an example*/ void print_items(const char *fmt, ...) {     va_list args;     int count = 0, i, num, size = strlen(fmt);     char *str;     puts("Start of list");     va_start(args, fmt);     for (i = 0; *fmt != '\n' && *fmt != '\0' && i 


    }



 }



 }



 default: {  printf("item %i: Not Supported \n", count);  }



    p  uts("End of list \n");     v  a_end(args); } void print_average(int count, ...) {     va_list args;     double sum = 0.0;     int i, num;     printf("Average of ");
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    va_start(args, count);     for (i = 0; i = c  ount)  if (i + 1 == count)  printf("%i ", num);  else  printf("%i and ", num);  else  printf("%i, ", num);     }



 sum += num;



    printf("= %f \n", sum/count);     va_end(args); } int {             }



main() print_items("%i %s %i", 5, "yes", 12); print_average(3, 4, 6, 5); return(0);



Console Functions Console functions are those that return input from stdin or output to stdout. stdin is an input stream where data is sent to and read by a program while as stdout is an output stream where data is sent to and read by a you within a console. They are useful for making quick applications that don’t require a GUI to function properly and can be used to debug and output important information. The following are the Console based functions:



Reading  ●



int getchar(void)



○



●



char *gets(char *str)



○



●



Gets a character that is an unsigned char from stdin on the console. Reads a line from stdin and stores it into the string pointed to by, str. It stops when either the newline character is read or when the end-of-file is reached, whichever comes first.



int scanf(const char *format, ...) ○



Reads formatted input from stdin. 65



Writting  ●



int putchar(int char)



○



●



int puts(const char *str)



○



●



Writes a character that is an unsigned char from stdout on the console. Writes a string to stdout up to but not including the NULL character. A newline character is then appended to the output.



int printf(const char *format, ...)



○



Sends formatted output to stdout.



As you have learned printf before in chapter 2 just as you know scanf is used the same way as printf. just it gets input from stdin rather than putting it out to stdout.
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Chapter 9 Preprocessors A preprocessor is a text substitution tool that is pre-processed before the source is compiled. Preprocessors are useful in the sense that they can simplify programming, set a area of code to compile only under a specific circumstances or be used to include needed files. Here is the list of preprocessors: Processor



Definition



#define



Defines a macro.



#include



Inserts a header.



#undef



Un-defines a defined macro.



#ifdef



Returns true if this macro is defined.  If true it will try to add the compilable code between #ifdef  and #endif to the project.



#ifndef



Returns true if this macro is not defined.  If true it will try to add the compilable code between #ifndef  and #endif to the project.



#if



Tests if a compile time condition is true. Can also use the defined () operator, which is used to tell if a type was defined using #define.  If true it will try to add the compilable code between #if  and #endif to the project.



#else



The else statement for #if.



#elif



#else and #if in one statement.



#endif



Ends preprocessor conditional.



#error



Prints error message on stderr.



#pragma



Issues special commands to the compiler, using a standardized method.
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A few examples are as follows: #define MAX_ITEMS 20 #include  #include "main.h" #undef  M  AX_ITEMS /*un defines M  AX_ITEMS i  f it is defined*/ #define M  AX_ITEMS 42 /*defines M  AX_ITEMS e  ven if it is defined*/ #ifndef MAX_ITEMS /*if MAX_ITEMS is not defined then we will define it.*/    #define MAX_ITEMS 50 /*if MAX_ITEMS is not defined then we will define it as 50.*/ #endif #ifdef DEBUG /*If DEBUG is defined then w  e will add printf to the source on compile*/    printf("%i", MAX_ITEMS); /* check to i  nsure its the right size*/ #endif #pragma once /*used to tell the compiler to only include the header once.*/



Macros Macros are defined methods that are pre-processed and then replaced within the code before being compiled. These macros must be defined with a name and then a type, constant or function which will replace the name within the code when pre-processing the #defines at compile time and also do not need a ; after them. They must also be before any code that is using it. Macros can be used to rename a type, set a constant, used like a function or to setup a for loop. Just remember that all macros are replaced within code with the equivalent of what they are defined too. Defines also have a few operators that a special to them. These operators are as follows: Operator



Definition



\



The macro continuation operator is used to allow multiple lines for a macro.



#



The Stringize Operator is used to convert a variable into a string constant.



##



Token-pasting operator used to permits two separate tokens in the macro definition to be joined into a single token
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An example on how to use the define operators are as follows: #include  #define MESSAGE(n)  \     printf ("Message " #n " = %d", num##n) int {             }



main() int num1 = 5; MESSAGE(1); return(0);



Note that the ; for printf is not needed within the define unless that define uses multiple functions. This is because, when we place ; after the macro MESSAGE the macro MESSAGE is replaced while the ; is not removed and stays in place. Since the ; stays in place you need to be careful on how you write your macros otherwise you may end up with a ; that you did not intend to have, which can be code breaking.



Object-like Macro  Now that we know a little about macros and how we define them we will also need to know their given names and what they can do. This first type of macro is considered a object like macro. This type of macro is used to define a constant. The proper way to go about this type of macro is generally to use all caps for the name of the define then the constant you wish to use with it. It can be used to define a variable constant, string constant or sequence of variables or string constants. An example of object-like macros are as follows: #include  #define V  ARIABLE_MACRO 12 #define S  TRING_MACRO "Hello World\n" #define S  EQUENCE_MACRO 1, 2, 3, 6 int m  ain(void) {      int i = 0, x  [] = {SEQUENCE_MACRO};     p  rintf("the Variable macro = %i\n", VARIABLE_MACRO);     p  rintf(STRING_MACRO);     for (i = 0; i 
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Function-like Macro  A function like macro is one that simulates a function. These types of macros are useful for initializing structures and return based functions. To make a function like macro you will need to add a () right after the name of the function and within that () can contain argument names. Then after the define name you will add the function code. Like any macro be wary as this will add the code used within the macro directly into the spot you placed the macro at! Now here is an example of a function like macro: #include  #define min(X, Y)  ((X) 


Loop expression Macro  Loop Macros are those used to simplify the process or creating a loop that is to be used repeatedly throughout your code. This can be useful for a for loop, while loop or do while loop that are relatively large. A good example of this is: #include  #define a  rray_set(i, c)  \     for (i = 0; i 


Also you can use a do while(0) statement within a macro to prevent if statement errors that might occur because of the ; that may be placed after the code in some instances. A good example of something that uses this would be as follows: #define assert(test) \     do { \  if (!(test)) { \  fprintf(stderr, "%s:%d: assertion `%s' failed.\n", __FILE__, __LINE__, #test); \  exit(EXIT_FAILURE); \  } \     } while (0)
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For more on __FILE__ and __LINE__ please read about Standard Predefined Macros at the end of this chapter.



Variadic Macros  Variadic Macros also know as variable argument macros are macros that can take in any number of arguments much as a function can. These are useful for initializing structures or wanting to handle multiple arguments for printf like output. To use Variadic macros you must use the ellipse similar to how you did in a function EXCEPT instead of calling the va macros you just need to call __VA_ARGS__ . If you want to avoid using __VA_ARGS__ and would rather use a defined name instead you can do so by adding the name you want to use just before the ellipse without any spacing. Here are an example of how to use a variadic macro: #include  typedef struct alist alist; struct alist{     alist *next, *prev; }; #define A  _LIST(...) ((alist){{ __VA_ARGS__ }})  /*initialize a struct */ #define p  rint_err(format, args...) (fprintf(stderr, format, args))  /*print a error*/ int m  ain(void) {      a  list list = A_LIST(&list, NULL);     print_err("next is = %p, prev is = %p \n", list.next, list.prev);     return 0; }



Standard Predefined Macros  These are macros that are standards within C99. A few of the standard macros are: Macro



Description



__FILE__



Name of the current input file.



__LINE__



Current input line number.



__DATE__



The date on which the preprocessor is being run and looks like "Feb 12 1996"



__TIME__



The time at which the preprocessor is being run and looks like "23:59:01"



__func__



The name of the current function. GCC also has had __FUNCTION__.
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Example of how to use them: #include  int m  ain(void) {     f  printf(stderr,"the file is: %s", __FILE__);     return 0; }



Make sure that you include -std=c99 within CFLAGS to compile the code as C99 otherwise the predefined macros might not exist.



Offsetof and container_of  Offsetof is a built in macro that allows us to get the offset of a member within a structure. We can use this function to figure out where our main pointer begins in memory and where each member is located within the structure. Offsetof will return the number of bytes the offset if off by. Container_of is a macro made with offset_of to get a address point of a structure from one of its members. This is useful if you only have access to a single member of the structure and want to get back the entire structure for use. Here is an example provided by stephan for using offset of and our own container_of macro: #include  #include  #define c  ontainer_of(ptr, st, m) \ ((void *)((unsigned char *)(ptr) - offsetof(st, m))) struct foo { int x, y, z; }; int main(void) { /* Allocate a struct foo on the stack. */ struct foo foo; /* Allocate a pointer to the member 'z'. */ int *p = &foo.z; /* If we have a pointer t  o the member 'z', we use offsetof()         *   to find out the byte offset to subtract from the pointer. */ struct foo *bar = (void *)((unsigned char *)p - offsetof(struct foo, z)); /* Display the various pointers and references. */ printf("reference of foo: %p\n", &foo); printf("container of: %p\n", bar); printf("pointer to z: %p\n", p); printf("offset: %zu\n", offsetof(struct foo, z)); bar = container_of(p, struct foo, z); printf("container of: %p\n", bar); }



return 0;
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Recursion Recursion is the process of reusing a function within itself that can be called an infinite amount of times. Recursion in this instance can be both bad and good as it can simplify code making it easier to read and follow, but it can also cause a out of stack memory instance if called too many times. Due to these factors you must only use recursion only for things that you know will not recur repeatedly or have some sort of set condition to meet before it can cause a stack memory issue. A good example of a recursive function is as follows: #include  int f  actorial(unsigned int i) {     if (i 


As you may have noticed the above example does indeed end at some point, however certain numbers may cause a stack overflow issue. To prevent this behavior you will be required to program in some form of loop, which can hold and then process data in the same pattern, but will require much more code than using recursive functions. Since this tends to be more tedious some programmers simply stick to using recursive functions until they notice stack issues happening. They will then go about coding more to fix the stack overflow bug.
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Chapter 10 Header Files A header file is a file with the extension .h, which contains function declarations and macro definitions to be shared between several source files. There are also headers that the programmer writes and ones that comes with your compiler by default known as the standard C library header files for example stdlib and stdio. Headers are mainly used for any code you wish to be public throughout the source or libraries you make. In C to use these header files we will need to include them into are C file or other header files. We do so using the #include preprocess learned in chapter 9. Also you can include anything within a header and is not just limited to function defines or other header includes. You can also define structures, unions, enumerations, functions and so forth within the header itself. However if you were to include a function within the header, you should use the inline keyword to make the function work as if it was a defined macro. A good example of how a header file can be used is as follows: /*file name main.c*/ #include  #include  int {                 }



main(void) /*main is a required function that we must always have.*/  int i = 5; /*create a variable and set i  t as 5.  i = add_numbers(i, 5); /*call function a  nd send in the arguments i and 5.*/  printf("I = %i \n", i); /*Print I = 10 t  o the command line*/  return 1;



int a  dd_numbers(int num1, int num2) /*we c  reate our function here.*/ {     return num1 + num2; /*we will return 1  0.*/ } /*file name main.h*/ #pragma once int add_numbers(int num1, int num2); /*we define the function here.*/
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Note that the above code example has a #ifndef pre-processed conditional statement, which forces the compiler to only include the file once and reuse it multiple times. This will prevent errors caused when the compiler needs to reload the same header in a different file which may also have the header already included once as it will just skip over the contents of the file the next time around. A good example of this happening though would be if the above stdio.h had a include to the main header and then we added our own include to the main header. If the main header did not have a defined check the compiler would error. Headers also can pass on #includes within them to other files up until a certain depth dependent upon the compiler you use. So be careful when you are including a file multiple times and not setting a conditional define to prevent recursive includes. To solve this issue simply add a #pragma once or a header file is defined check.



Inline Inline is a keyword that tells the compiler to try and inline the function within a function or calling the inlined function. To properly use inline you will need to make the inlines function visible normally before the functions using it or directly within the header file. You will also need some form of escape function normally set with an extern within a C file that will be used instead of the inlined function if the compiler can not inline the code. Inlined functions also can not be static and can not use any form of static variables within them. Using inline can reduce the overhead associated with using a function and can speed up code if the compiler deems it necessary to inline the inlined code else it will use the extern declaration of the code and gain no optimizations. An example of a inline functions is as shown: /* file test.h*/ #ifndef  TEST_H #define TEST_H inline int sum(int a, int b) {     return a + b; } #endif /* file sum.c*/ #include "test.h" extern inline int sum (int a, int b); /* file test.c*/ #include  #include "test.h" int f  (void) {     return sum(2, 3); } int m  ain(void) {     printf("%d\n", sum(1, 2) + f()); }
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Anonymous Unions and Structures Anonymous unions and structures are data types that do not contain a name. In order to use them you must have them internally added to a structure or union. These are useful when working with multiple amounts of data but wish to shorten the code required to be written to write the variable from a structure or union. The only downside is you can not use the same variable name within the multiple anonymous structs or unions. Here is an example as follows: union anon_dir {     struct {  int north, south, east, west;     }; /*The Anonymous struct within a union*/     int arr[4]; }; union dir {     struct {  int north, south, east, west;     } dir; /* a non-Anonymous struct with name!*/     int arr[4]; }; int m  ain() {     union anon_dir d;     union dir d2;                }



 d.north = 5;  d2.dir.north = 8;  printf("anon n  orth = %i, normal dir = %i", d.north, d2.dir.north);  getchar();  return 0;



In C these should have become a default addition since C11. So any compiler that properly has C11 implemented should be able to compile these successfully. If you do have issues compiling a program with Anonymous structures or union try setting the standard to C11 by using -std=C11.
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Variable length arrays In C99 we have what you might call Arrays that have dynamic sizes. These types of arrays are Variable length arrays and can be used in C99 and C11. However be careful, as it is an optional feature since C11, meaning some compilers might not have VLA. Using VLA can be dangerous compared to mallocing your data as with VLA there is no detection of allocation failures. Unlike static arrays we can set the size of the array to that of a variable created before it. This comes in handy if we only need a specifically sized array VS a large static array that can hold any combination. VLA’s are created on the stack rather than the heap making them more prone to size limitations so just like static arrays you can not go past a specific size. Due to this I would always make sure the VLA size is in a optimal boundary range. The following is a Variable length array: int p  rint_nums_inbetween(int min, int max) {     size_t count = max - min - 1, i  ;     int num[count]; /* The VLA */     for (i = 0; i 
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Static Struct and Array initialization In C we can initialize static arrays and structs on creation. However just as a note, if your structure is padded the padding will not get initialized so if you ever find yourself in this issue use memset instead. Here is an example of a static initialized struct and a static initialized array: #include  struct something {     int i, x; }; int {            



main () struct something some = {0}; /* Make everything = 0 */ int arr[64] = {0}; /* M  ake everything = 0 */ size_t i;



    printf("struct i = %i, X = %i \n", some.i, some.x);     for (i = 0; i 


You can also create a pre-initialized static structure array by doing the following: #include  struct something {     int i, x; }; struct something arr[] = {     { 0, 0 },     { 1, 1 },     { 5, 8 }, }; int m  ain () {     size_t i;     for (i = 0; i 
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You can even loop through each element in the array by using a structure pointer. This way you can retrieve the entire structure so it can be returned. You can get the element in a for loop by doing the following: #include  struct something {     int i, x; }; struct something arr[] = {     { 0, 0 },     { 1, 1 },     { 2, 8 },     { 3, 8 }, }; int m  ain () {     struct something *some;     for (some = arr; s  ome->i i, some->x);     g  etchar();     return 0; }



You will need to check for either a NULL string or a preset number to end the loop, otherwise the loop will attempt to loop outside of the array and cause a memory over buffer error. You can attempt to cause one yourself by removing the (some->i  
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Compound Literals Since C99 you can use what they call compound literals. These are basically anonymous data types created and used on the spot. They are useful for re-initializing data without the need for a globalized data type. A compound literal is as follows: #include  struct something {     int i, x; }; int m  ain () {     struct something some = {.i = 5}; /* Make i = 5*/     printf("struct i = %i\n", some.i);     some = (struct something) {0}; /*The compound literal*/     printf("struct i = %i\n", some.i);     g  etchar();     return 0; }



They can also be used to create or initialize arrays as follows: int m  ain () {     int *p;     size_t i;     p = (int []) {1, 2, 3};     for (i = 0; i 
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Restrict In C the restrict keyword was established in C99 and is used only for pointers. It tells the compiler that the pointers value never changes, which will optimize the pointer’s loading to load it only once rather than multiple times. However, you do need to insure that the restricted pointer never gets changed within the source code, otherwise it will not be optimized. You will need to have optimizations enabled for it to optimize the code too. An example of how to use restrict is as follows: #include  static void update_ptrs(size_t *restrict ptrA, size_t *restrict ptrB,     size_t *restrict val) {   *ptrA += *val;   *ptrB += *val; } int m  ain() {     size_t a = 6, b = 10, c = 5;                }



 printf("A = %u, B   = %  u, C =   %  u \  n", a  , b  , c  );  update_ptrs(&a, &b, &c);  printf("A = %u, B   = %  u, C =   %  u \  n", a  , b  , c  );  getchar();  return 0;
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Chapter 11 MakeFiles A makefile is an organized set of scripts and variables that tell the compiler how to compile the program and what libraries to link. This does however, make a makefile harder to setup than a IDE. Since you will need to specify what files you want to compile and with what options to compile, whereas within an IDE you mainly just select already preset options and it does most of the work for you. Makefiles do have an advantage over a IDE though, one of which being it can be compiled for more operating systems than a IDE has support for. An example of a simple makefile is as follows: NAME = program_name OBJECTS = CFLAGS = -g -Wall -O3 LDLIBS = CC = cc $(NAME): $(OBJECTS)



Variables  Makefiles have some pre-determined variables that are used. Make will use its own pre-set data for these variables if they are not defined within your makefile. If they are defined then these variables will be used instead. The following are the implicitly set variables: CC CFLAGS LDFLAGS LDLIBS OBJECTS



Program for compiling C programs; default 'cc'. Extra flags to give to the C compiler. Extra flags to give to compilers when linking. Library flags or names given to compilers when linking. The associated object files for the source files generally ending in .o



Within our makefile we can also create our own variables to make changing and updating the scripts easier. These type of variables can be of any name you want, however we hope you use conventional names instead. To define these variable you simply write them in a similar fashion to how you use the compiler based variables. For example: INCLUDE_DIR = /include
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There are also a few built in variables that you can use within your makefile to shorten your scripts up a bit. Here are the following built in variables: *



The current file with the suffix cutoff.  Generally seen like *.c



@



The full target filename. The target is either a *.o file being compiled from a *.c file or a program made by linking *.o files.







The name of the file that caused the target to get compiled due to changes.



?



The names of all the dependencies newer than the target separated by spaces.



^



The names of all the dependencies separated by spaces, but with duplicate names removed.



%



This is a pattern rule. Using this will match any file that is at least one letter or more, which includes the ending you decided. Normally used like %.o. This is useful as it will not return a empty string. It will return anything that matches the pattern with at least 3 characters in size or more based on the pattern you use.



Appending Paths  If you have a path you want to include header files based on a path or many paths you will need to use -I and the path or paths within CFLAGS. An example of this is as follows: CFLAGS = -Iinclude headers



If you want to append the path for the library files you do so using -L and the path or paths within LDFLAGS. An example as follows: LDFLAGS = -Llibs otherlibs



Macros  In a makefile macros are text replacements made by make when reading through the makefile. To use a macro the variable you use within the macro must be defined before the macro. All macros are used as follows: $(NAME_OF_VARIABLE)



You can use Macros to set other variables within a makefile as long as the macro’s variable is before the macro call. The following is a variable set with a macro: DEBUG = -g CFLAGS = $(DEBUG)
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Comments and Line Breaking  Within a makefile we can specify comments that are used to help describe what we are doing within our script. To make a comment you basically just use the # then type text on the same line after it. The text you type will be ignored by make. An example of a comment is as follows: # CFLAGS i  s set to debug mode CFLAGS = -g



Also within make you can move areas of the script to the next line if you have really long lines of text by using ‘\’.’ \’ will allow you to place the rest of a variable or script on the next line. The following is an example of  ‘\’: CFLAGS = \       -g \       -O0



Substitution   Substitution is a way of taking files which exist as one type of file and turns it into another type of file. This can be useful if you already have a list of sources written out as you can just use the sources and pattern match them to turn them into .o files. To do this you take the variable that contains the list of objects and use the ‘:’ to expand all the .c files into the list and then using %.c to create a search pattern to create the said .o files from. SOURCES = file.c data.c OBJECTS = $(SOURCES:%.c=%.o) #changes file.c and data.c into file.o and data.o
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Dependency Rules  Dependency rules are what make uses to determine what files and in what order they need to compile them in. They are basically small scripts inside of the makefile which tells make what to do. The dependency rules can use shell based commands as long as @ is before their name and can use macros determined within your makefile. As in the example makefile we gave during the beginning of this chapter you will notice at the end it has the rule $(NAME): $(OBJECTS). This rule is used to compile a program named program_name using the objects. You can also mark different dependency rules by giving them a name. However if you do not define the name when calling make the first rule will be ran. An example of a dependency rule with name is as follows: NAME = program_name SOURCES = source/main.c OBJECTS = $(SOURCES:%.c=%.o) CFLAGS = -g -Wall -O3 LDLIBS = CC = cc Build: $(OBJECTS)     $(CC) $(CFLAGS) -o $(NAME) $(OBJECTS)



The above dependency rule takes a source file and changes it into a object then compiles the objects into a program named program_name. You can have multiple rules and even have rules call other rules. If you do have rules call another rule the rule being called does not have to be made before the calling rule. An example of a Rule calling another rule is as follows: NAME = namey SOURCES = source/main.c OBJECTS = $(SOURCES:%.c=%.o) CFLAGS = -g -Wall -O3 LDLIBS = CC = cc all: Build Make_objects: $(OBJECTS) Build: Make_objects     $(CC) $(CFLAGS) -o $(NAME) $(OBJECTS)



Note that the above script will run the all rules if you do not specify a specific rule after make. If you do want to specify a specific rule just type make and add the rule name after it and it will execute that rule for you. Otherwise make by default will use the first rule in the makefile. An example of how to use a specific rule is as follows: make Build
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You can also use shell commands within a makefiles rules to create directories or print out information for you. To use a shell command you can simply just type its name. An example is as follows: NAME = namey SOURCES = source/main.c BUILD_DIR = build32 OBJECTS = $(SOURCES:%.c=%.o) CFLAGS = -g -Wall -O3 LDLIBS = CC = cc all: Build Make_objects: $(OBJECTS) Build: Make_objects    mkdir -p $(BUILD_DIR)    $(CC) $(CFLAGS) -o $(BUILD_DIR)/$(NAME) $(OBJECTS)



Now If we ran Build it will output something like mkdir -p build32. If you do not want make to output the shell command it is going to execute you can simply add ‘@’ before the shell commands name to hide the command. An example would be as follows: Build: Make_objects    @mkdir -p $(BUILD_DIR)    $(CC) $(CFLAGS) -o $(BUILD_DIR)/$(NAME) $(OBJECTS)



If you have a command that gives output when it executes but you do not want it to output any data you can use ‘>/dev/null’ after the command that will give a output. An example is as follows: Build: Make_objects    @mkdir -p $(BUILD_DIR)    @echo *.c  >/dev/null    $(CC) $(CFLAGS) -o $(BUILD_DIR)/$(NAME) $(OBJECTS)
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Phony Rule  In make they have a special built in rule called Phony. The phony rule states that the rules within it are just a rule to be ran and is not a file. Basically there are two reasons to use a phony target, which is to avoid conflicts with files of the same name and the other is to improve performance. Here is an example of how to set a rule as phony: all: Build Make_objects: $(OBJECTS) Build: Make_objects     mkdir -p $(BUILD_DIR)     $(CC) $(CFLAGS) -o $(BUILD_DIR)/$(NAME) $(OBJECTS) clean:     @rm -f ${OBJECTS}     @echo cleaned ${OBJECTS} .PHONY: all clean



The above example will run clean even if a file called clean exists. If a file called clean does exist and you do not mark it as phony it will repeatedly say “make: 'clean' is up to date.” and the clean rule will never remove the object files. Always use the Phony rule for all of your dependency rules unless you want to use an external file for some reason. As doing so will heavily optimize the makefile as it will not check if a file exists.
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Chapter 12 Data Structures Data Structures are a means of handling data in a specific manner that allows us to optimize the way we add, remove, and search. There are many different types of data structures out there, however we will only be covering a few of the more important and useful data structures in this book. The data structures we will cover are arrays, linked lists, hash tables, binary heaps, ring buffers, bloom filters and red black trees. You most likely might never need to use any other type of data structure than the ones we cover in this book. This book will not teach you the mathematical algorithms they use to define and tell about how they work. We will mainly show you how to code them and talk about how they function and how you can use them.



Arrays We have learned about Arrays in an earlier chapter however we will go over 2 helpful search patterns using an array. We will go over linear and binary search patterns within a static array lookup table. A linear search is basically using a string to get a integer and a binary is using a integer to get a string. These two types of lookups can make it easier to map integers to strings and strings to integers for use in debugging or other forms of usage. They do not need to just return a string or integer they can be used to return other types of data too like a structure.
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Binary Search  This is the search pattern which uses a integer type to lookup a string or other form of data. These are static in size and are manually setup. Also binary search requires the array to be sorted. The following is an example of how to setup and use a Binary search: #include  enum color { COLOR_RED = 0, COLOR_BLUE, COLOR_GREEN, COLOR_YELLOW, COLOR_PURPLE, COLOR_ORANGE, COLOR_BROWN, }; /*this is a static array lookup table*/ const char *colors[] = { [COLOR_RED] = "red", [COLOR_BLUE] = "blue", [COLOR_GREEN] = "green", [COLOR_YELLOW] = "yellow", [COLOR_PURPLE] = "purple", [COLOR_ORANGE] = "orange", [COLOR_BROWN] = "brown", }; int main(void) { printf("%s\n", colors[COLOR_PURPLE]); }



return 0;



/*Credits S. J. R. van Schaik*/
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Linear Search  Linear search is where we use strings to find corresponding data. These type of search is slower as they use string comparison. Also when making them we must not forget to add  Null data to the end of the array. Here is an example of a Linear search: #include  enum color { COLOR_RED = 0, COLOR_BLUE, COLOR_GREEN, COLOR_YELLOW, COLOR_PURPLE, COLOR_ORANGE, COLOR_BROWN, }; struct color_name {  const char *name; enum color v  al; }; /*this i  s a static array lookup table*/ struct c  olor_name names[] = { { "red", COLOR_RED }, { "blue", COLOR_BLUE }, { "green", COLOR_GREEN }, { "yellow", COLOR_YELLOW }, { "purple", COLOR_PURPLE }, { "orange", COLOR_ORANGE }, { "brown", COLOR_BROWN }, { NULL, -1 }, }; enum color search_color_name(const char *name) { struct color_name *entry; /* Iterate the entries. */ for (entry = names; entry->name; ++entry) { /* If the name matches, return the value. */ if (strcmp(entry->name, name) == 0) return entry->val; } }



return -1;



int main(void) { printf("green: %d\n", search_color_name("green")); printf("purple: %d\n", search_color_name("purple")); printf("white: %d\n", search_color_name("white")); return 0; } /*Credits S. J. R. van Schaik*/
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As you may have noticed linear search is slower than binary search as we need to compare something fully. Linear search does not need to be sorted and in order to truly make this dynamic you would need to essentially create a hash table to speed up the search in larger tables. You will learn more about hash tables later on.



Linked Lists Linked lists are the next basic data structure, which is used to quickly add, remove and sort data while being dynamic in nature. There are many different variants of linked lists out there, but in this book we will teach you how to use the most efficient version that is completely generic. A linked list is basically a struct that contains pointers to the next and/or previous object, sometimes contains a pointer back to the first object within a list, and a pointer to the data it holds. Our specific linked list will only point to next and previous and does not contain data in itself, but can be used to link back to the data it originated from with the container_of macro. Making this list generic, easy to use, fast and memory efficient. In order for this to work we must add the struct list to the structure needing to be added to the list. The following is an example of a list struct and how to add a list to a struct correctly: struct list { struct list *prev, *next; }; struct value { struct list values; int val; };



Once we have the structure created we then need to move onto initializing the list for usage. To do this we set the prev and next pointers to the list itself so if anyone was to attempt to loop the list it would loop upon itself rather than cause errors. This is shown as follows: void init_list(struct swift_list *list) { list->prev = list->next = l  ist; }
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Once the list is initialized we can now add. To do this we will need to use the following function that will insert the node list into the main list either at the end or at the beginning. int insert_list_item_before(struct list *node, struct list *item) { if (!node || !item) return -1; item->prev = n  ode->prev; node->prev = i  tem; item->prev->next = item; item->next = node; }



return 0;



int insert_list_item_after(struct list *node, struct list *item) { if (!node || !item) return -1; item->next = n  ode->next; node->next = i  tem; item->next->prev = item; item->prev = node;



}



return 0;



In this case Node is the Main list and Item is the new node being added to the list. Once we finally are able to add data to a list we can also now remove data from a list. You can remove data from a list with the following: int remove_list_item(struct list *item) { if (!item) return -1; item->prev->next = i  tem->next; item->next->prev = i  tem->prev; item->next = i  tem; item->prev = i  tem; }



return 0;



Removing the data sets the main lists data to what is next and what is previous before the list is removed this way to keep the main list loopable even to itself.
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Once we have the list created and we want to insure we are only looping through the nodes of the list and not the list itself we simply apply a basic check function. This will allow us to accomplish a for each method for each Item contained in the list and then leave the loop once the list has reached the main node. This is very important to have as the main node itself normally never is linked to any data and it only used to keep track of the list itself. To check for this instance you would use the following: bool is_list_empty(struct list *list) { return !list || list->prev == list || list->next == list; }



Now on to the left over functions that you generally see within a list data structure. The first of which are helper functions which just rename the list functions to proper naming schema for use with queues. These are as follows: int push_list_item(struct list *list, struct list *item) { return insert_list_item_before(list, item); } int unshift_list_item(struct list *list, struct list *item) { return insert_list_item_after(list, item); }



The next bunch are useful for first in last out or last in first out type of queues which are made with lists. The following are the functions to do so, however these functions remove the item from the list before returning it to the calling point. struct list *pop_list_item(struct list *list) { struct list *item; if (!list || is_list_empty(list)) return NULL; item = list->prev; remove_list_item(item); }



return item;



struct list *shift_list_item(struct list *list) { struct list *item; if (!list || is_list_empty(list)) return NULL; item = list->next; remove_list_item(item); }



return item;
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For a list to loop through we need to create a proper for loop for the list. To do this we can either write the entire for loop out each time or we can use macro’s pre-setup to help speed this process out. We in this matter will use macro’s to reduce the amount of typing we will need to do to make a for loop. The first 2 macros will read the list in a forward or backwards direction and it will not remove a node from the list when doing so. This method is considered unsafe if you are attempting to cycle through a list to unload and remove items from it. Here are those macro’s: #define f  oreach_list_item(list, item) \ for (item = (list)->next; item != (list); i  tem = i  tem->next) #define foreach_list_item_rev(list, item) \ for (item = (list)->prev; item != (list); i  tem = i  tem->prev)



Now the next pair of macros are safe to use when removing items from the list, however it will loop through a little slower than the above function. This is due to them requiring an extra variable to loop through the given loop to avoid infinite looping when an item gets removed. Here are the safe macros to use when looping while removing items. #define f  oreach_list_item_safe(list, item, next_item) \ for (item = (list)->next, next_item = item->next; item != (list); \  item = next_item, next_item = next_item->next) #define foreach_list_item_rev_safe(list, item, prev_item) \ for (item = (list)->prev, prev_item = item->prev; item != (list); \  item = prev_item, prev_item = prev_item->prev)



Now that we have the major parts of a list the last important piece for our type of list is the ability to get the data the list holds. We will use container_of to get the data the list item is within. We basically map the items address back to the beginning of the structs address using known offset calculations and pointers! Once we do this we can then access the struct directly to either update its data or read it. Here is just an example to look at. This example will not compile/run but it gives the overview of how data is gathered via container_of through a for_each macro. struct l  ist *item; struct v  alue *value; foreach_list_item(values, item) { /*This part is when we use c  ontainer_of to map back to the structure containing the        / node called values*\ value = container_of(item, struct value, values);



}



if (i % v  alue->val == 0) return -1;
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Now that you know all the parts of a list and understand how they work we can now show you a fully working example created by stephan on how to use a list. #include #include #include #include



   



#define c  ontainer_of(ptr, st, m) \ ((void *)((unsigned char *)(ptr) - offsetof(st, m))) #define foreach_list_item(list, item) \ for (item = (list)->next; item != (list); item = item->next) #define foreach_list_item_safe(list, item, next_item) \ for (item = (list)->next, next_item = item->next; item != (list); \ item = next_item, next_item = next_item->next) #define foreach_list_item_rev(list, item) \ for (item = (list)->prev; item != (list); item = item->prev) struct list { struct list *prev, *next; }; void init_list(struct list *list) { list->prev = list->next = list; } int insert_list_item_before(struct list *node, struct list *item) { if (!node || !item) return -1; item->prev = n  ode->prev; node->prev = i  tem; item->prev->next = item; item->next = node; }



return 0;



int push_list_item(struct list *list, struct list *item) { return insert_list_item_before(list, item); } int remove_list_item(struct list *item) { if (!item) return -1; item->prev->next = i  tem->next; item->next->prev = i  tem->prev; item->next = i  tem; item->prev = i  tem; }



return 0;
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struct value { struct list values; int val; }; /* This is a helper function to allocate a value object. */ struct value *alloc_value(int val) { struct value *value; if (!(value = m  alloc(sizeof *value))) return N  ULL; init_list(&value->values); value->val = val; }



return value;



/* This is a helper function t  o add a v  alue object if it is a prime number. */ int add_if_prime(struct list *values, int i) { struct list *item; struct value *value; /* Iterate all prime numbers that h  ave been found thus far. */ foreach_list_item(values, item) { value = container_of(item, struct value, values);



}



/* I  f the number is divisible by the prime number it is not a  * p  rime number. */ if (i % value->val == 0) return -1;



/* A  llocate the value object. */ if (!(value = alloc_value(i))) return -1; /* Push it onto the list. */ push_list_item(values, &value->values); }



return 0;



int main(void) { struct list values, *item, *next_item; struct value *value; int i; init_list(&values); /* Iterate numbers to find prime numbers. */ for (i = 2; i 
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/* Get the struct value containing the list item. */ value = container_of(item, struct value, values); }



printf(" %d", value->val);



printf("\nreverse:"); foreach_list_item_rev(&values, item) { value = container_of(item, struct value, values); }



printf(" %d", value->val);



printf("\n"); /* Remove all the value objects. */ foreach_list_item_safe(&values, item, next_item) { value = container_of(item, struct value, values); /* Remove the item from the list. */ remove_list_item(item);



}



/* Free the value object. */ free(value);



getchar(); return 0;



} /*Credits S. J. R. van Schaik*/
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Credits Authors Andrew Wheeler S.J.R van Schaik



Helpers Rezilia Grieves:     Helped fix grammar. Shane Feek:           Helped fix grammar. James Sanata:        Helped make areas more understandable. Jason Lui:              Helped make areas more understandable. Jynx:                      Helped make areas more understandable.
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